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1 What is syntax? Why do we need syntax?

Syntax relates form and meaning.
T-model: PF (phonological form) – Syntax – LF (logical form)
Recall from the first class what makes human language different from animals’ systems of communication.
Syntax – a set of rules, principles, and processes that govern the structure of sentences in a given language.
*Not only natural languages: formal logic, computer languages.
If we just randomly pronounce words together → too much ambiguity.
Example: Mary John kiss could refer to one of the following situations:
1) Mary kissed John.
2) John kissed Mary.
3) Mary and John kissed.
To show the difference between these situations we agreed to follow the rule: Initiator + Verb + Passive
Participant
Our theory makes a prediction: if all sentences must comply with the rule “Initiator + Verb + Passive
Participant → Sentence”, sentences like [Passive Participant + Verb + Initiator] should be impossible.
Go and check the data.
Mary was kissed by John. – OK
→ We need to revise the theory. That’s how theory works: we develop a model based on the data, we make
predictions, we verify those predictions based on some novel data or we find examples that contradict the
theory and we revise it.
What are these rules? → prescriptive vs. descriptive rules
Prescriptive rules – how a language should be used (for instance, how to speak ‘proper’ English) →
‘correct’ sentences.
Descriptive rules – how a language is used → grammatical, acceptable sentences.
Descriptive rules ← actual language data: corpora / elicitation.

2 Words and phrases

Words can be grouped together based on their syntactic behavior; they can be categorized together.
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(1) a. Ron/Ginny/Tom/*nice/*run/*of likes Harry.
b. Ron likes Ginny/Harry/McG./*nice/*run/*of.

Ron/Ginny/Tom – Nouns

(2) a. Ron likes/sees/calls/*of/*nice/*Ginny Harry.
b. Ron dances/runs/sings/*under/*smart/*kitten.

likes/sees/calls – Verbs
Nouns, Verbs, Adjectives, Prepositions – word categories; determined based on their syntactic dis-
tribution (behavior).
Categories. Exercise
Determine the category, provide example sentences: costs, fly, rings, water, talk
Based on the categories, a possible rule: Noun + Verb + Noun → Sentence
← still too restrictive. There are sentences like [The nice boy] likes Harry.
→ Words belong together and form phrases.
Why not to have ‘word’-related rules?

(3) Mary saw Bill. → A girl saw a boy. → A nice girl saw a nice boy. → …

Sentences → phrases → single words
Phrases – (informally) complete units that can be used independently, for example, in short answers.
Phrases can include one another.
Ambiguity. Exercise

(4) Wanted: Man to take care of cow that does not smoke or drink.

An updated, good rule: (Noun + some modifiers) + (Verb + modifiers) + (Noun + modifiers) → Nominal
Phrase + Verbal Phrase + Nominal Phrase
Head of a phrase = the central element of the phrase, determines the distribution/behavior of the phrase.
[nice cats]: Adjectival? No, nominal ← the phrase behave as a noun, can be used in all nominal contexts.
Head of a phrase is the word that gives its category to the phrase. Phrase type is determined by its head.
Informal definition: a whole phrase behaves (has the same distribution) as its head.
Part of speech = Grammatical category = word category (synonyms)

3 Combining phrases into sentences

Verbocentric model – a verb (predicate) is the central element in a clause.
A clause is about some situation, some event. The central part of that event is encoded in a verb (usually);
the verb establishes a relation between people, objects, etc. Verbs are predicates in such cases.
John — kiss — Mary (relation between 2 people),
John — run, walk, swim (event involving 1 person),
John — give, send, introduce — Mary, — a book (relation between 2 people and an object)
Subcategorization:
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• ditransitive verbs: give, put – subject, direct object, prepositional object

• transitive verbs: bake, kill, kiss, wait, await – subject, direct object/prepositional object

• intransitive verbs: run, walk, sleep – subject

Alternation: drop – ditransitive/transitive, open – transitive/intransitive
Exercise. What are the phrases? Are the verbs in these sentences di/in/transitive?

(5) a. John introduced Mary to Bob.
b. The book fell onto the floor.
c. Mary jumped.

Exercise. Below are several sentences in Korean (in simplified transliteration) and their translations to
English.

1. Aboji-ga kogi-rul mog-otta. – The father ate meat.

2. H’on-i mondoni-ro pha-nda. – The brother digs with a stick.

3. Kusaram-i so-nda. – He stands up.

4. Ke-ga so-tta. – The dog stood up.

5. Kusaram-i pud-uro kojani-rul kuri-nda. – He draws the cat with a brush.

6. H’on-i cheg-ul pad-atta. – The brother received the book.

7. Aboji-ga pud-ul pat-nunda. - The father receives the brush.

8. H’on-i sab-ul kkok-nunda. – The brother breaks the spade.

Task. Translate the following sentences to Korean (you do not need a dictionary for that).

1. He dug with a spade.

2. The cat eats.

3. The brother broke the stick.
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Answers and hints
Ambiguity. Exercise

(6) Wanted: Man to take care of cow that does not smoke or drink.

This sentence has two readings. First reading: we need a man who does not smoke or drink. Second reading:
we have a cow that does not smoke or drink. The ambiguity is structural, that is, the two readings
correspond to two different structures.
First reading (a man who doesn’t ...): [Man [to take care of cow] [that does not smoke or drink]] – thus we
have shown that that does not smoke and drink has nothing to do with the cow but modifies the main noun,
man.
Second reading (the cow that doesn’t ...): [Man to take care of [cow [that does not smoke or drink]]] – thus
we have shown that that does not smoke or drink is a modifier within the cow-phrase, it modifies the noun
cow.
Categories. Exercise
Determine the category, provide example sentences: costs, fly, rings, water, talk
Example:
costs – 1) Noun, The new costs of these cars are very low. 2) Verb, A big house costs a lot.
fly – 1) Noun, I am scared by the fat fly. 2) Verb, Birds can fly quickly.
Hint: To show that something is a noun you can add to it an article (determiner) a/the, a demonstrative
(this/those, etc.), an adjective, a numeral. You can put a noun before a verb, after a verb, or after a
preposition.
To show that something is a verb you can add to it an adverb or a modifier like a lot. You can put a noun
in front of it and (sometimes) an object noun after it. If you have a verb without the suffix -s, you can also
put an auxiliary (can, will, shall), etc. in front of it – those can only combine with verbs, not with nouns or
adjectives.
Exercise. What are the phrases? Are the verbs in these sentences di/in/transitive?

(7) a. [John] introduced [Mary] [to Bob]. – ditransitive
b. [The book] fell [onto the floor]. – transitive
c. [Mary] jumped. – intransitive
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